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Learning‐Based System‐Level Power and Performance Prediction
Abstract:
Next to performance, early power and energy estimation is a key challenge in the design of computer systems today. Tradi‐
tional simulation‐based methods are often too slow while existing analytical models are often not sufficiently accurate. In
this talk, I will present our work on bridging this gap by providing fast yet accurate alternatives for power and performance
modeling of software and hardware. In the past, we have pioneered so‐called source‐level and host‐compiled simulation
techniques that are based on back‐annotation of source code with estimated target metrics, where annotated code is then
further wrapped into abstract, lightweight operating system and platform simulation models to be natively executed on a
simulation host. More recently, we have studied alternative approaches that employ advanced machine learning techniques
to synthesize analytical proxy models that can accurately predict target power and performance purely from measurements
obtained while executing the application on a different host. We have developed such learning‐based approaches for both
hardware and software. On the hardware side, learning‐based models for white‐box and black‐box IPs reach simulation
speeds of 1 Mcycles/s at 97% accuracy. On the software side, depending on the granularity at which prediction is performed,
cross‐platform prediction can achieve more than 95% accuracy at more than 1000 MIPS of equivalent simulation throughput.
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